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Club meetings are held the second Saturday of every month at 9:00AM. 
The next meeting will be on April 11, 2020. Meeting minutes.

Recent/Upcoming Events
• Field clean-up and tree trimming March 21, 2020.
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After careful consideration of the stay at home order, and remaining 
consistent with Indian River Parks, we will be able to keep the field open for 
flying if we can 1) maintain 6 foot social distance from one another, 2) only 
have one person at a time adding or removing batteries at the charging 
stations and 3) if you or someone in your home is not feeling well please 
stay home.

We have some new members who have recently joined. Please be sure to 
welcome them in to the club when you see them. 

Stay safe and happy Flying!
 

Charter Club 2814

 

From the Vice President’s Desk...

First, I hope all our members are well and no one has any signs of 
this virus. Sorry we have had to cancel the picnic. We will have it at 
a later date. These are some trying times here in our country but I 
have belief that we will come together and our futures will be bright. 

I want to say thank you to the guys who helped repair the electric 
fence. There should be some nice flying weather in the up coming 
weeks so come out and enjoy the flying… just stay 6 feet apart. See 
ya there!

Your club Vice President,
Bobby Hay 

Your club President,
Shaun Frank 

The President’s Column
Club members,

I hope you all are well and staying safe during this troubling 
time. I look forward to this pandemic being over so we can 
enjoy getting together as a group again. I recommend maybe 
using this time to build a new model or fix some that need 
repair. Maybe with this extra time we can see more show and 
tell at our next meeting, Haha.
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Safety
Safety is an issue which we all need to be concerned with. Most of the time, everything goes 
fine. Some times, an issue will occur just because we are rushed or get distracted and don't 
focus on the aircraft readiness or flight plan. It is always good to get a buddy to help you with 
your pre-flight checkout or stand with you during the flight.

• There has been a noticeable reduction of incursions over the pit area. Thank you to all 
members for this positive trend. It is imperative that pilots fly with safety in mind and fly in 
the center of the field. All flight operations are to be conducted north of the pit area.

• A pilot called a dead stick landing and had to crash his plane to avoid hitting another pilot 
that ran out onto the field after the dead stick landing was called.  Pilots must be aware of 
their surroundings and pay extra attention when entering the runway.  Communicate 
with other pilots. Clearly sound-off during ground and flight operations – Going out; taking 
off; landing; on the field; clear of the field; etc.

• While knowledgeably flying in the wrong pattern a pilot caused a mid air collision.  While 
other planes are in the air you must fly the pattern as indicated by the arrow. To 
ensure proficiency for safe flight in both directions, proactively practice take-off and landing 
from both directions. Figure eights and practice approaches at altitude in both pattern 
directions are good ways to develop these skills.

• Don’t mix dissimilar aircraft or flying styles. Drones, helicopters, fix wing scale, 3D flight, 
other special flight operations should not be mixed.

• During training be sure that the master/slave configuration is connected and operated 
correctly. 

• New Rule: Pilots are to stand in the designated flight areas located in front of the 
pavilion.  This was added to help with the communication between the pilots.

• Fail-Safe: The intent of fail-safe is not particularly to save your plane, but to increase 
safety. A lowered throttle may give someone a little more time to get out of the way of 
an errant aircraft. Please remember, fail-safe or other custom settings need to be set-
up in your transmitter when each new aircraft is added. For helicopters and other 
specialized aircraft different settings may be appropriate. I don't remember how the subject 
came up at the field. A few of us either didn't set it or didn't remember if we had set our 
radio's fail-safe. We should all be sure to see that (at the very least) the throttle is lowered. 
As fliers, in the case of an accident, we want to be sure we take every available safety 
precaution. If you are using a radio system without fail-safe, this doesn't apply, of course. 
But if your radio has it, you paid for it, might as well use it. Contributed by Ron Ellis

Special Notice
• In the event of a fire we have 2 fire extinguishers hanging on the posts under the pavilion. If 

911 needs to be called let them know we are located on 10025 WW Ranch Rd. just past 
the pool and soccer fields. The last 911 call made did not go well due to a dispatcher not 
being able to figure out where we were located.

Many mishaps can be prevented. Slow down, take a little more time, focus on the mission and 
enjoy the experience. 
Jerry Davis
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Membership
For new or renewal memberships, please provide your email, address, phone number and your 
current AMA membership. As of our last meeting there were 133 members that have renewed 
or joined. Join/Renew Airmasters RC Club Membership 
Tom Duesler

Show and Tell, Tips and Techniques from the Members
This section is for members to share their projects, lessons they have learned or techniques 
they have developed with other members. If you have a tip or technique you would like to share 
please send your input to the editor: mdhobbs@bellsouth.net.

Flight Instruction/Certification:
Airmasters RC instructors are dedicated to helping new members gain the knowledge and skills 
needed to safely enjoy remote control aircraft flight. Flight instructors are available at the airfield 
each morning from sun rise until approximate 9:00 am.

There is unlimited space available for member input.

Click here.
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FAA Regulations
There are a lot of questions and concerns around how FAA regulations will affect our hobby. 

Our most current guidance from the FAA is included in FAA Advisory Circular AC_91-57B 
Exception for Limited Recreational Operations of Unmanned Aircraft

The main thing here is, as AMA members flying at an AMA sanctioned field, we are to abide 
by the AMA rules.

Your AMA magazines and emails are great sources for the latest information.

Field Marshal News
We had some new field decorations in February (photos to the 
right) and the outer grass was mowed in March. Thank you to 
everyone that participates in field clean-up. All members are 
encouraged to join in clean-up and work days to ensure that our 
facility is well maintained, safe and ready to enjoy at all times. 
Things are looking good!
Brett Givens
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Show and Tell, Tips and Techniques from the Members

Hi Mike, Thought the guys might be interested in this product on e-bay by Bladekeeper at
https://www.ebay.com/usr/bladekeeper

The first pic (above) shows the 4 leg connector with 5 inch 
leads. This is a stock part. The second pic (right) shows the 
harness that I drew and sent to Eric (Bladekeeper). As seen 
on the Super Sport wing (below), Eric custom built the 
connector with 4 inch leads on the radio side, 20 inch leads 
on the outboard wing side and 3 inch lead on the inboard 
wing side. This allowed me to thread the outboard wires 
directly through the wing (20") to the servo boxes and keep 
the inboards short because the wires coming out of the 
inboard servos are almost long enough already.

Here is a shot of my new 
cowl, that I drew in 
SolidWorks, and had 
custom printed by Shaun 
Frank on his super 
whammy 3-D printer.  

It fits perfectly.

Talk Later
Andy Garello
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Free Flight…

Gas powered Raven with timer that 
shuts off fuel. 

  -Shown by Tim Miller
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Show and Tell, Tips and Techniques from the Members

Steve Pastula’s rubber band powered 
“Convertible” in progress.

-Shown by Tim Miller

And Foamies…

Fun to build and fun to fly! 
-Shown by Ed Rowe

Friends…

De Havilland Twin Otter fleet.

  -Submitted by Paul Martin
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High Flight 

Oh, I have slipped the surly bonds of earth, 
And danced the skies on laughter-silvered wings; 
Sunward I've climbed and joined the tumbling mirth of sun-split clouds - 
and done a hundred things You have not dreamed of - 
wheeled and soared and swung high in the sunlit silence. 
Hovering there I've chased the shouting wind along 
and flung my eager craft through footless halls of air. Up, up the long delirious burning blue 
I've topped the wind-swept heights with easy grace, 
where never lark, or even eagle, flew; 
and, while with silent, lifting mind I've trod 
the high untrespassed sanctity of space, 
put out my hand and touched the face of God.

— John Gillespie Magee, Jr 

In memory of Airmaster 
Roland Asher…

Our club members contribute 
in many ways. 

Some bring interesting aircraft. 
Some have fantastic flying 
skills. 
Some have the patience to 
teach. 
Some make sure the field is 
maintained. 
Some build new charging 
stations. 
Some balance the accounts. 

All make up the fabric of our 
club. 

Whenever we drive in the 
entrance to Airmasters RC 
Club, we can all fondly 
remember that Roland Asher 
made the P51 for the entrance 
and he was a dear member of 
the Airmasters RC Club. 
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